
IS OUR SOCIETY TO DEPENDENT OF

What would happen if all the technology that people depend on just shuts down? their respondents believe that humans
are becoming too dependent .. take a step back from technology to truly evaluate society's position.

If not, then you need to do store your contacts one by one. Technology has made life so convenient for
humans that being without it is a very scary thought. Technology has also made us impatient. Everyone is
always on their phone at some point throughout the day. You feel incomplete or naked without your phone.
Because of this new reliance we are losing the ability to take care of ourselves in an organic and all natural
way. You actually greet, talk, maybe become friends and be social with others. If one of them is missing, you
try as much as possible to search for it no matter what. Using a smartphone or other technology regularly to
replace or enhance a skill may also gradually reduce our ability to access that skill. Social The term social has
a very different meaning now. Most of the responses include the person feeling lost without their phone. You
feel stripped with no phone This is the most sensitive of them all when it comes to technology. How many of
us can go for a week without an internet connection or cell phone? The Effects of Technology Technology has
its advantages and disadvantages. Not Living In The Moment Ever since smartphones introduced cameras and
video apps, everyone just wants to take a picture or take a video of everything and not live and feel the
moment. Many people say that we are getting closer to the day when people will not be able to read paper
maps anymore and there are already a good number of young people that have no idea to navigate on their
own through the city streets without using GPS. Technology has taken all our time. If not, according to Oxford
Dictionary, Technology Detox is a period during which an individual avoids using any electronic devices
including computers, smartphones, etc as a chance to reduce stress and focus on social interaction in the
outside world. This is an exciting step for technology. What if someone took away your phone for some days
or perhaps you lost it? It seems like everything today involves the use of electronics or has to do with
electronics. I think it would be interesting to see a study conducted where you take your subjects and split
them into two and only allow one group to have cell phones and take away the other groups cell phones and
see if there is any improvement in class grades, sleep patterns, and general health. But overall as a society we
are talking less and texting more which is losing the personal traits that we have build up for years to have.
Advancements in technology have enabled humans to do things that were previously unimaginable and it has
certainly made many tasks easier than they were before. For that reason, I do believe that society is becoming
too dependent on electronics. Using a computer or playing a video game all day, can cause eye strains. This is
simply because so much of my daily life is on my phone. We know this, but technology was created to make
life easier, that is the main purpose. There was a time when parents used to let their kids go play outside the
house, or the park and on the playgrounds. These are just a few of the potential consequences, which exist on
an individual level: 1. For example, some smartphone users have a constant need to check their phone every
time they wake up and at short intervals throughout the day which can be distracting. Image credit: www. It
would be a bright move to let the students and learners handle small, token business projects on their own,
since it would develop their sense of responsibility and the ability in risks managing. At home, think of a
weekend with no television and cell phone.


